Modern antiplatelet therapy - opportunities and risks.
Resistance to clopidogrel has been extensively investigated and described by researchers from many countries. Subsequent studies have contributed to a better understanding of the complex mechanisms in which clopidogrel is metabolised and have confirmed the negative effects on prognosis, both in a group of patients with low and excessive response to the drug. To prevent the dramatic consequences of an abnormal response to clopidogrel, 2 different strategies were adopted. The 1st employs the identification of patients based on platelet function tests, and genotyping and increasing the drug dose until the required aggregation parameters are achieved. The 2nd strategy is focused on developing new generation drugs whose efficacy will show fewer individual variations. So far diagnostic methods and tailored therapy have not been conclusively accepted for the treatment of patients, because novel pharmaceuticals have emerged providing more rapid action and beneficial effects, but without the disadvantages of clopidogrel. Still, there is a group of patients for whom clopidogrel remains the preferred choice, and considering the economic aspect, this drug can play a significant role in the treatment of many patients.